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Madam Deputy-Mayor, Ladies and Gentlemen,  
Dear partners and dear friends, 
 
I am delighted to attend the launch of the City of Amsterdam’s very first Arts 
and Culture trade mission to Paris and really happy to see so many familiar faces 
among you here tonight.  
 
You make an impressive delegation of close to 70 representatives of the city’s 
top cultural institutions: from museums to artists’ residences, from concert halls 
to festivals, you will be meeting next week with your Parisian counterparts - and 
often friends - to reinforce existing partnerships or to build new ones. In that, 
you play an essential role in bringing our countries and cultures closer together. 
 
As you may know, France and the Netherlands have chosen to significantly 
rethink and restructure their cultural cooperation models and programs. 
 
We have indeed made the choice to move away from traditional models – 
whether it’d be the Dutch Institute in Paris or the Maison Descartes in 
Amsterdam – in favor of lighter, more adaptable and responsive systems. New 
models that are more professional and more ambitious, also better integrated 
into the European context, while retaining their specificities and identities. 
 
The strengthening of our ties over the past few years within those new models 
attest to our shared creative spirit, expertise and heritage. It is now up to us to 
further promote, enhance and expand those ties. 
 
To name just a few examples of the extremely fruitful Dutch-French synergies 
in the fields of arts and culture, let me mention: 
 
- the Dutch duo in charge of the artistic direction of the Ballet national de 
Marseille since 2014, namely Peter Sholten et Emio Greco.   
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- the partnership between the Van Gogh Museum, the Musée d’Orsay and 
the Petit Palais that made possible the Van Gogh et la France 2017 program.  
The Dutch in Paris exhibit that concluded the series is now traveling to Paris 
and will open at the Petit Palais next week.  I know a special tour of the exhibit 
is scheduled for your delegation on Thursd 
 
- the participation of French experts in the Rijskacademie selection 
committee, bringing to this world-renowned institution their singular take on 
today’s emerging art scene. 
 
Those are just a few examples among many more that illustrate the new energy 
that fuels our cultural exchanges. 
 
National and local governments, including cities, as exemplified tonight, take 
the initiative in encouraging the affinities between our institutions and the 
people that run them by supporting and facilitating their interactions. 
 
The French Minister of Culture, Françoise Nyssen, who will meet Ingrid van 
Engelshoven in Paris next week, has therefore proposed to her European 
counterparts to place culture at the heart of European policies and rally around 
some fundamental concepts: encouraging the mobility of artists and culture 
professionals, protecting and promoting cultural heritage, supporting linguistic 
diversity, ensuring media plurality and the freedom of the press.   
 
The project that brings us together tonight is the perfect and concrete illustration 
of that ambition.  
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
I would like to mention one last example of a notable cultural cooperation 
between our two countries.  I am referring to a project that is about to come to 
fruition between the Amsterdam Public Library and the French institute in the 
Netherlands: the OBA is indeed to host some 12.000 titles from the former 
Maison Descartes library, making them accessible to a large audience, in 
Amsterdam but also throughout the country thanks to digital referencing.  
 
The OBA is also to host conferences, readings and various events with authors, 
artists, thinkers or journalists, in relation to the Descartes collection. Thanks to 
all these news facilities and programs dedicated to French language and 
francophone cultures, the OBA, in partnership with the French Institute, will 
trigger the curiosity and stimulate the interest for French creation in the 
Netherlands, which you all have largely contributed to spark, each in your own 
domain and in your own way. 
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For all those reasons, I am absolutely thrilled that the City of Amsterdam should 
have chosen Paris as the destination for this comprehensive Arts and Trade 
mission.  I would like to sincerely thank you, Madam Deputy Mayor, for this 
great initiative, as well as all those involved for their contribution to making this 
ambitious project possible.  
 
I wish you all a wonderful and successful few days in Paris. 
 
Thank you for your kind attention./. 


